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EXT. OCEAN DRIVE - DAY

A vintage DON JOHNSON and PHILIP MICHAEL THOMAS cruise past

the palm trees and bright pastels of Miami’s Ocean Drive.

Scantily-clad women pose on the sidewalks, bathed in

sunlight.

DON JOHNSON

Y’know pal? I looooove this city.

They chuckle as the synthy Miami Vice theme bursts out.

EXT. OCEAN DRIVE - NIGHT

VROOM! Something speeds by, revealing the show playing on TV

in a storefront’s display window.

That thing is a clunky sedan, rumbling past abandoned

buildings and junkies shooting up on the cracked pavement.

The real Ocean Drive. Like something from a horror flick.

SUPER: South Beach, Miami.

SUPER: 1985.

The driver turns onto a side street, wheels squelching on

slick concrete. A storm angrily lays down a steady torrent.

They park across the street from a candle-lit basement. A

graffitied RED CROSS sprayed on the open street door.

OFFICERS in ponchos stand by their patrol cars, caution tape

marking off the area.

Not that anyone’s anxious to go in.

DET. ERROL BLAKE (late 30s), shirt tucked into his jeans,

steps out. Puts on a "METRO-DADE PD" jacket and crosses

against the harsh rain.

The officers clear a path, noting the badge and revolver

attached to his hip.

INT. HOSPICE - NIGHT

Blake descends into a hellscape.

Rows of DYING MEN cough and moan, laying on beds or the

floor. Lesions and malnutrition everywhere, tongues patched

white. Bedpans full of blood and vomit.
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Officers try to take statements from the few who can talk.

Blake takes in the scene. Unfazed.

He approaches the far corner, where a LOCAL COP stares down

at a DEAD PATIENT, gaping bullet-hole in chest.

LOCAL COP

Detective Blake?

Blake shows him his badge, staring down at the body.

LOCAL COP (CONT’D)

Nurse says a junkie came in here

with a gun. Going for their

morphine. One of them tried to

resist-

BLAKE

One of the nurses?

LOCAL COP

Yeah. Couple shots went off, this

guy got hit. Junkie took off.

BLAKE

Where is she?

The Cop nods to a plainclothes NURSE, crouched against a

wall sobbing quietly.

Blake walks over to her.

BLAKE (CONT’D)

You alright?

She doesn’t respond. He grabs a clean rag from a nearby

table and hands it to her.

She takes it, wiping her eyes.

BLAKE (CONT’D)

Why’d you try to stop him?

NURSE

What?

BLAKE

The junkie. Why didn’t you just let

him have the morphine?
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NURSE

(quivering)

We- we need it. What was I supposed

to do?!

Blake notices as a SICK PATIENT stands shakily a few beds

down. He reaches out for a nearby PATROLMAN.

SICK PATIENT

(raspy)

Excuse me. Excuse me-

The Patrolman shoves him away violently.

PATROLMAN

Christ!

The Patient falls to the floor, knocking over a bedpan with

a CRASH. A Nurse rushes over to help.

PATROLMAN (CONT’D)

Don’t ever fucking touch me! You

tell them to stay back, okay?

LOCAL COP (O.S.)

Detective.

Blake snaps out of his trance. Walks back towards the body.

INT. GAY BAR - NIGHT

Blake hunches over the bar, exclusively male CHATTER and

LAUGHTER morphing with a Bonnie Tyler song behind him.

He downs a whiskey tumbler in one gulp. The BARTENDER

replaces it without asking.

A young PATRON approaches the bar, a "Disco Sucks" t-shirt

clinging to a muscular frame.

PATRON

Can I get a Libre?

He notices Blake out of the corner of his eye as the

Bartender makes it.

PATRON (CONT’D)

You want one? Look like you could

use it.

Blake keeps staring into his drink.
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BLAKE

No.

PATRON

You’re not even gonna look at me

before I get rejected? C’mon, I

might be handsome.

Blake looks at the grinning Patron.

BLAKE

Fuck off faggot.

He turns back as the Patron shoves him off his seat.

PATRON

Say it again.

Blake throws a wild punch towards him. The Patron easily

side-steps him and CLOCKS him in the face.

Blake wobbles back, grabbing his eye. The Patron watches

tensely. Not his first rodeo.

BARTENDER

Hey!

Blake lunges forward sloppily. The Patron dodges and throws

him face-first into the bar with a CRACK.

The Patron watches along with the rest of the bar, confused,

as Blake cackles hysterically. Blood running down his face.

BLAKE

Still got some fight! Good. I was

beginning to think we were done

for.

He tries to get up but falls back. The Bartender rushes

around to help him up.

BARTENDER

Come on-

BLAKE

Fuck off!

He shoves him away and stumbles towards the exit. The Patron

watches, disgusted.
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EXT. DOCK - DAWN

Blake’s eyes pop open, head hanging off the side of a wooden

dock. His grisly reflection wavers back at him in the water.

He picks himself up with a GROAN and walks towards the end

of the dock. Wincing as he prods a large gash above his eye.

Blake gets to an empty docking spot. A line leads out to a

small boat, drifting fifty feet away.

BLAKE

Shit.

He strips down and dives in.

INT. BLAKE’S BOAT - DAWN

Blake, toweled but still dripping, pours a stale coffee.

The cramped quarters don’t have many furnishings: a few

poetry books, some canned food, long-broken fishing gear.

The phone RINGS. Blake ignores it, reaching for an almost

empty bottle of whiskey instead.

He pours the rest into his coffee, stirs it with a dirty

spoon, and laps it up as the ringing finally stops.

After a moment, the RINGING starts again.

He sighs. Finishes his coffee quickly. Grabs the phone.

BLAKE

Yeah?

EXT. BEACH JETTY - DAY

Blake walks towards another taped-off scene, this time at

the end of a sandy jetty stretching out towards the climbing

sun.

A DEAD MAN (30s) is sprawled on the sloped terminus,

stripped down to his boxers and water lapping at his body.

As Blake approaches, a banged up Trans AM screeches into the

beach’s parking lot, blaring Judas Priest.

Out steps DET. NICK CASTELALLANOS (late 20s), aka Mr. ’Disco

Sucks’ from last night. He heads straight for the scene,

badge swinging around on a neck chain.
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Blake steps towards him.

BLAKE

Can I help you?

Cas pulls out an ID card from his pocket. Hands it to Blake.

CAS

Detective Castelallanos, just

transferred in from Hialeah.

Blake studies it a moment, then looks at Cas and his

shit-eating grin.

CAS (CONT’D)

Captain Olmos sent me over.

BLAKE

Well I’m already on-scene, so if

you want to head back-

CAS

What do you say we tag team the

walk-through? And then we can

finish beating the shit out of each

other later.

Blake stares at him as a nearby PATROLMAN notices.

PATROLMAN

You guys know each other?

Blake turns and walks towards the scene, Cas following.

PATROLMAN (CONT’D)

This that gay plague thing?

Blake bends down to examine the emaciated body, red LESIONS

covering swathes of his skin.

BLAKE

Looks like it.

CAS

Picked an odd spot to lay down and

die.

PATROLMAN

Why do you think we bothered

calling you in?

Cas studies the landscape as Blake puts on a glove and pokes

around the corpse.
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BLAKE

Maybe he liked the view.

CAS

View’s just as good on the beach.

(to Patrolman)

When was he found?

PATROLMAN

A couple hours ago. Some old guy

came out here to go fishing.

BLAKE

He see anyone else?

PATROLMAN

No. He ran back to the beach and

called it straight in.

CAS

How busy is this beach?

BLAKE

It’s active. Especially this spot,

we get complaints about cruising

all the time.

CAS

So the body wouldn’t have been out

for more than a day or two without

somebody noticing?

Blake looks up at Cas, squinting in thought.

BLAKE

Probably not. Why?

CAS

Say you’re sick enough to be a day

or two away from croaking. You

really gonna have the energy to

drag yourself all the way out here?

Blake looks back at the body. Notices the hands. There’s

sharp RINGS of irritation around the outside of both wrists.

BLAKE

These marks look off to you?

Cas looks on as Blake holds up both of the hands.
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CAS

Yeah. Seem a little too well-shaped

to be lesions.

BLAKE

And they’re symmetrical.

PATROLMAN

So? What’s that mean?

BLAKE

It means we don’t know shit. Call

in the wagon.

EXT. BEACH PARKING LOT - DAY

Cas heads towards his Trans Am, a medical team loading the

body into a van behind him.

He opens his door but stops midway, as he looks across the

lot. Blake is already inside his car.

Swigging from a flask.

INT. POLICE HQ - MORGUE - DAY

The Dead Man lays on a metal slab underneath the antiseptic

fluorescents of the morgue.

A MEDICAL EXAMINER gestures to his wrists.

EXAMINER

We found traces of adhesive residue

on the the wrists.

Cas and Blake look on intently.

CAS

Glue?

EXAMINER

Duct tape. Or something heavy duty

like it. But only on the outsides.

BLAKE

They bound his hands together?

EXAMINER

Seems like it.
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BLAKE

You find anything else to suggest

a struggle?

EXAMINER

There were no signs of trauma.

Direct cause of death was kidney

failure, which is a consistent

outcome for all the external

symptoms of AIDS we’re seeing.

But...

CAS

Yeah?

EXAMINER

The test came back negative.

CAS

He wasn’t infected?

The Examiner shrugs.

CAS (CONT’D)

How long would the virus be able to

survive in a corpse? Maybe it

already died out.

EXAMINER

Time of death was about five hours

before we got him on ice. Should be

able to detect the virus a lot

longer than that.

CAS

Test could be wrong. We should run

it again to be sure.

Blake stares down at the body.

BLAKE

Doesn’t matter.

INT. POLICE HQ - OLMOS’ OFFICE - DAY

CAPT. OLMOS

Why not?

CAPTAIN OLMOS (50s), burly frame leaning against his desk,

peers down at Cas and Blake. A thick beard covers a mess of

gnarled scars on one side of his face.
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BLAKE

Whether or not he was infected,

somebody tied him up and dumped the

body there.

CAPT. OLMOS

You don’t know that.

BLAKE

He got there somehow. It’s worth

investigating.

CAPT. OLMOS

Blake, four Calis shot each other

up at the Dadeland Galleria last

month. In the middle of the day.

People are arming themselves to buy

a new pair of jeans, you think this

is a priority?

BLAKE

I didn’t realize I’d been demoted

to mall cop. Sir.

Olmos picks at his scars, visibly agitated.

CAPT. OLMOS

You leading this case then?

BLAKE

As opposed to?

Olmos looks over Cas, who glances at Blake and sits forward.

CAS

I’d prefer to take lead, if that’s

okay.

BLAKE

It’s not.

CAS

With all due to respect, you were

ready to write this off-

BLAKE

I’m not letting someone who’s been

here five minutes steal my case.

Olmos grins at the bickering.
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CAPT. OLMOS

I ordered Castelallanos to the

scene for a reason. He needs

someone to integrate him into the

system.

He stares daggers into Blake.

CAPT. OLMOS (CONT’D)

So you’re working together. And if

you both want your first case to be

this waste of time, so be it.

(to Cas)

Welcome to Metro-Dade, Detective.

Let’s make sure your transition

doesn’t cause any problems,

alright?

Cas nods, something bigger going on. Blake notices.

Cas stands and ambles towards the exit, Blake following.

Olmos circles around and sits at his desk.

As Cas steps out, Blake quickly shuts the door and moves

back to the desk.

BLAKE

I don’t need some new guy getting

shot while I’m-

CAPT. OLMOS

Then make sure he doesn’t.

BLAKE

Captain.

CAPT. OLMOS

You could use the help, Blake.

BLAKE

I’m fine, thanks.

Olmos’ eyes flick up to gash above Blake’s eye.

CAPT. OLMOS

What happened to your eye?

BLAKE

It happened off-duty.

CAPT. OLMOS

That’s not what I asked.
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He reaches into his desk and tosses Blake a tin of breath

mints. Blake catches it, smoldering.

CAPT. OLMOS (CONT’D)

Keep yourself together.

INT. POLICE HQ - HOMICIDE BULLPEN - DAY

Detectives bustle raggedly between an archipelago of desks,

band-aids on the open wound of the city.

Cas unpacks his belongings as Blake marches past and sits at

his desk, directly across the aisle.

CAS

I forgot to ask when we were in the

morgue, you need any ice for your

eye?

Blake hurls the mints into a nearby trash can. Open a case

file.

BLAKE

Go fuck yourself.

Cas grins.

INT. CATHOLIC CHURCH - DAY

That grin has turned into solemn concentration as Cas reads

aloud from the bible, shoulder to shoulder with his family.

A somber choir of CONGREGANTS join him.

CAS/CONGREGATION

We speak a message of wisdom, but

not the wisdom of this world.

Instead, we speak about wisdom

which God destined before the world

began-

INT. BLAKE’S BOAT - NIGHT

The recitation continues as Blake reads a weathered book of

Roethke poetry. His other hand absentmindedly twists a glass

of whiskey, glinting in the dock-light.

CAS/CONGREGATION

-as it is written, "No eye has

seen, no ear has heard, and no mind
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CAS/CONGREGATION

has imagined, the things that God

has prepared."

Blake downs the drink and flips to the inside cover.

Runs his finger over an inscription, all of it an illegible

handwritten scrawl. Except for the signature:

"David"

He closes the book and rubs his face. The phone RINGS.

EXT. FLAMINGO PARK - NIGHT

Blake and Cas approach a neglected baseball field, metal

fixtures casting a harsh staccato of light across the grass.

Patrolmen are clustered around a dugout, a couple CRUISERS

standing shakily against a fence.

They move through the crowd to see an open storage room.

Propped up among the long-abandoned cleaning supplies is

DEAD MAN #2 (20s).

Blake and Cas step closer, seeing the familiar GAUNT FRAME,

LESIONS, and TAPE MARKS on his wrists. Once again stripped

to his underwear.

CAS

He looks farther gone.

Blake turns to the nearest Patrolman.

BLAKE

CSI already finish up?

PATROLMAN

Yeah.

BLAKE

Then get this guy to the morgue,

quick. We’ve got what we need on

the body.

The Patrolman grabs his radio and calls it in.

Blake and Cas approach the Cruisers, still dressed for a

night out.
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CAS

You the guys who called 911?

CRUISER #1

Yeah.

BLAKE

How’d you end up in the storage

room?

CRUISER #1

Just hanging out, man.

BLAKE

At two in the morning?

CRUISER #2

We were gonna start a pickup game.

That against the law now?

Blake steps closer, forcing Cruiser #2 back into the fence.

BLAKE

No, but lying to a cop is.

CAS

Look we’re not gonna book you guys.

But there might’ve been some foul

play, just need you to be honest.

CRUISER #1

A couple other guys showed up while

we were here, so we went in to get

some privacy. Alright?

CAS

What happened to them?

CRUISER #2

They split after we called. Figured

they’d get hassled by the cops.

He looks at Blake - "they were right".

CAS

You ever see the victim here

before?

CRUISER #2

No. Wish I hadn’t seem him at all.
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BLAKE

You’ll get used to it.

INT. POLICE HQ - MORGUE - DAY

The Examiner slouches in a chair. Lights up a cigarette and

blows the smoke into a nearby vent.

EXAMINER

HIV test came back negative again.

Cas and Blake study both victims, laid out in the center of

the room like jigsaw pieces that don’t fit.

CAS

You run the guy we found last

night?

EXAMINER

No, he’d been out there too long.

Test wouldn’t be accurate. But that

wasn’t what killed him.

BLAKE

How do you know?

EXAMINER

The guy’s heart stopped. That’s not

a normal way to die if you’re

infected. Besides we ran a chemical

analysis on the lesions. Turns out

they’re not even disease-related.

CAS

What does that mean?

EXAMINER

They’re rashes. Caused from

external irritation, not internal.

BLAKE

What kind of irritation?

EXAMINER

A compound called Urushiol. It’s

what makes poison ivy so much fun.

CAS

This is all from poison ivy?
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EXAMINER

No. It’s the same compound, but in

higher concentrations than you’d

see naturally. Perp must’ve had a

distilled form.

BLAKE

That’s what caused the heart

failure?

The Examiner shakes her head.

EXAMINER

No trace of it in his mouth or

throat. My guess is they were

starved. The atrophy is obvious

enough, and we can’t find any other

signs of trauma. Would explain the

kidney failure on the other victim

too.

Cas rubs his face, exasperated.

CAS

Just so I have this straight in my

head, somebody tied this guy up,

rubbed concentrated poison ivy on

his skin, and then starved him to

death?

The Examiner shrugs and takes a drag.

CAS (CONT’D)

Doesn’t make any fucking sense.

BLAKE

Sure it does.

Cas raises an eyebrow towards Blake.

BLAKE (CONT’D)

Almost fooled us, didn’t it?

INT. HARVEY’S APARTMENT - NIGHT

HARVEY (20s) enters the dark, dilapidated apartment. Grease

stains on his shirt and a plastic to-go box in his hand.

COUGHING draws his attention from another room.

He follows it to the living room, where rays of moonlight

barely illuminate a skeletal body curled up on a mattress.
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CALEB (late teens) continues coughing, shaking the cloth

dressings covering the lesions on his skin.

Another victim in the making.

HARVEY

How’re you doing?

He quickly bends down by Caleb.

HARVEY (CONT’D)

I’m sorry I had to leave so quick,

my boss is a prick about being

late. He let me bring home some

leftovers though, you hungry?

Caleb shakes his head, wincing in pain as he turns onto his

side.

CALEB

(hoarse)

I can’t eat.

Harvey checks the dressings.

HARVEY

I’m sorry I don’t have anything

better than Vaseline. Tomorrow

we’ll get you to my friend’s place,

he has some real supplies. And a

real bed.

CALEB

Don’t apologize, you’ve helped me

so much.

Harvey smiles and brushes Caleb’s hair out of his face.

Caleb smiles back. Then notices a CROSS hanging around

Harvey’s neck.

CALEB (CONT’D)

You’re religious?

HARVEY

What?

He follows Caleb’s eyes to the cross.

HARVEY (CONT’D)

Oh, this? Not really. My mother

gave it to me. We used to go to

church a lot when I was younger.
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CALEB

Why do you still have it?

HARVEY

I don’t know. Guess I like the idea

of trusting that good things will

come. Probably why I haven’t given

up trying to be an actor yet.

He laughs.

CALEB

It’s faith.

HARVEY

What?

CALEB

You like the idea of faith.

HARVEY

Sure. I guess.

CALEB

That’s good. You’ll need it to

atone for what you’ve done.

HARVEY

What?

Caleb slowly sits up.

CALEB

For the sins you’ve committed.

You’ll need to have faith in God’s

forgiveness.

HARVEY

Wh- What are you talking about?

Caleb reaches under the mattress and slowly pulls out a

small muslin bag.

Harvey looks confused. As he opens his mouth to speak-

Caleb LEAPS towards him and throws the bag around his head,

twisting it tight.

Harvey thrashes and lets out muffled SCREAMS as Caleb stays

on top of him, using his body to hold him down.

Caleb grimaces in pain as Harvey claws at him.

But his grip stays tight.
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INT. POLICE HQ - HOMICIDE BULLPEN - DAY

Cas spools a cassette tape at his desk, hold music twanging

out from a phone crooked to his ear.

He catches a nearby DETECTIVE sneaking a dirty look at him.

Before he can react, Blake approaches with a file.

CAS

Fingerprint ID?

Blake shakes his head.

BLAKE

Still waiting for the first vic to

match. But we got dental records on

the Flamingo Park body. Russell

Nash, reported missing about a

month ago.

Cas hangs up his phone.

CAS

By who?

BLAKE

His landlord. Buena Vista

apartments on Euclid.

Cas grabs his car keys and the cassette.

CAS

I’m driving.

EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX - DAY

A balding LANDLORD fishes through a set of keys, leading Cas

and Blake through the largely uninhabited complex.

LANDLORD

Been waiting six weeks for this guy

to show. ’Course he’s fuckin’ dead.

Gonna be down another two hundred a

month now.

BLAKE

(go fuck yourself)

Yeah, real shame.
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CAS

This is gonna sound like a strange

question, but do you know if

Russell was gay?

LANDLORD

How the hell should I know? I don’t

know what they look like.

BLAKE

You ever notice him bringing men

home?

LANDLORD

Yeah. Thought he was a doctor or

something though.

CAS

What makes you say that?

LANDLORD

They were sick. Half of them could

barely make it up the stairs.

BLAKE

And you were okay with that?

They stop at an apartment door. The Landlord unlocks it.

LANDLORD

As long as rent got paid. The fuck

do I care?

He pushes the door open for them. Cas and Blake enter

NASH’S APARTMENT

Blake runs his finger over a cabinet, cutting a streak

through the thick layer of dust settled on it.

Moves to the kitchen. Opens up the lid of the trashcan. A

wad of BLOODY RAGS sit crumpled over long-rotted food.

Cas slowly slips through the hallway. Opens a door to a

bedroom.

CAS

Blake.

Blake walks over and surveys the room. A bedpan and MEDICAL

SUPPLIES lie chaotically on the floor.
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CAS (CONT’D)

Think the landlord was right.

Blake bends down closer to inspect the mess, putting a latex

glove on one hand.

Picks up a small pair of metal scissors. A label on the

handle reads "JACKSON MEMORIAL".

INT. JACKSON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL - DAY

A NURSE strides through the crowded hallways, Cas and Blake

struggling to keep up with her.

NURSE

Russell’s a nurse, not a doctor.

Well, he was before he left.

CAS

Why’d he quit?

NURSE

Wanted to start his own clinic.

BLAKE

Is that legal?

NURSE

Look if you guys got nothing better

to do than hassle him I’ll take you

down to the ER. We’ve got a couple

gunshot cases that need solving.

CAS

We talked to your supervisor. She

said you and Russell were close?

NURSE

Sure, why?

BLAKE

Is he gay?

The Nurse stops and turns to face them.

NURSE

What does that matter?

CAS

It matters. We wouldn’t be asking

otherwise.
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NURSE

No. He isn’t.

She quickly turns to keep walking, Blake grabs her arm.

BLAKE

Russell’s dead.

NURSE

What?

CAS

His body was found two days ago. We

think he was murdered, and given

how it went down-

NURSE

What happened?

BLAKE

He was t-

CAS

You don’t need to know the details.

Cas looks at Blake - "go easy".

NURSE

I work in a hospital, I’m sure

whatever hap-

CAS

It was bad. Okay?

She nods, tears slowly starting to form.

CAS (CONT’D)

We’re just trying to establish

motivation. And right now, the most

likely reason would be his

sexuality. You understand?

She wipes her eyes, trying to regain composure.

NURSE

Yeah, he was gay. That’s why he

quit.

CAS

I don’t understand.
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NURSE

He moved here from Georgia because

he thought the hospital system

would be better to work in.

BLAKE

Better how?

NURSE

He was from a real small town.

They’ll barely treat anyone who’s

infected. Say they don’t have the

beds to spare, or that it’s too

dangerous for the other patients,

even when it’s not. But it’s worse

here. We really are understaffed.

And we have to turn people away all

the time. People Russell knew

outside the hospital. He told me

he’d get off work and see them-

She loses it and starts crying again.

INT. CAS’ TRANS AM - MOVING - DAY

Blake sips from his flask, leg perched predatorily on the

dashboard.

Cas watches him out the corner of his eye, one hand on the

wheel. The console blasts Black Sabbath from a cassette.

CAS

You mind not scuffing up the dash?

BLAKE

You seen the outside of your car?

Cas glares at him. Blake takes his foot off and turns the

volume knob down.

BLAKE (CONT’D)

So did you actually request a

transfer, or is that as big a load

of bullshit as I think it is?

CAS

I didn’t peg you as much of a

gossip.

BLAKE

Can’t walk around the bullpen

wearing earplugs all day.
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Cas doesn’t respond.

BLAKE (CONT’D)

So?

CAS

You tell me.

BLAKE

I think you misread signals from

someone in the showers and it

backfired big time.

Cas’ jaw flares out.

CAS

I didn’t pick the department out of

a hat, man. I grew up in Hialeah,

my family’s there. You think I’d

throw away being able to protect

them for-

He stops when he sees Blake grinning. Huffs loudly.

CAS (CONT’D)

I didn’t know you had a sense of

humor, prick.

BLAKE

So what happened. Really?

CAS

I was hanging out at this bar one

night. Guy came in with a nine mil,

hopped up on speed or coke or

something. He could’ve snatched the

register easy and taken off.

Instead he starts waving his piece

in people’s faces, acting like he’s

gonna fire off.

BLAKE

Someone get shot?

CAS

No. Took about four seconds to get

him pinned when I could finally get

close enough. But by then first

response had shown up. Someone had

called 911 from a phone in the

back.
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BLAKE

So?

Cas grits his teeth.

CAS

You ever been to Mercury’s?

BLAKE

On fourth street? Down here?

Cas nods. Blake can’t help but smile.

CAS

They didn’t even bother asking what

I was doing there off-duty. A week

later half the department

threatened to walk if I stayed on.

BLAKE

Well, that’s what bravery gets you.

Blake holds the flask out to Cas. He doesn’t take it.

CAS

You wouldn’t have done the same

thing?

BLAKE

Could’ve played dumb. Let the

responders handle it, keep a low

profile. Slip away without anyone

knowing.

CAS

You’re a real fucking hero, you

know that?

BLAKE

You doing a lot of good for Hialeah

nowadays? Keeping your family safe

from over here?

CAS

Fuck you.

Blake nods, expecting it.

BLAKE

You got a target on your back, Cas.

I do too. Badge doesn’t change

that.
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He takes another sip as Cas grinds his foot down on the

accelerator.

INT. ABANDONED CHURCH - CONFESSION BOOTH - NIGHT

WSSH! Caleb violently rips the bag off Harvey’s head.

Before he can react, Caleb shoves him into a large, hollowed

out confession booth.

Harvey hits the far wall with a SMACK, unable to stop

himself. His hands now bound together in THICK TAPE.

He groans, barely upright.

HARVEY

Why are you doing this?

Caleb quickly shuts the door and locks it.

HARVEY (CONT’D)

Caleb. Caleb!

He pushes his body against the door. It doesn’t budge.

MATT (O.S.)

Don’t waste your energy.

HARVEY

What?

Harvey moves towards the voice, coming from the other side

of the booth’s latticed screen.

MATT (O.S.)

I’ve already tried it but this

FUCK!

THUD!

Harvey watches as MATT (30s) kicks against his door in an

adjoining booth. Hands also bound.

THUD! THUD! Not so much as a crack.

MATT (CONT’D)

Locks it up tight.

Matt drops back to the ground. His thinning, lesioned frame

heaves up and down from the exertion.
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HARVEY

I- I don’t understand. The kid was

sick, I was helping him-

MATT

So was I. We all were. He was just

suckering us in.

HARVEY

We?

Matt sighs.

MATT

When I first got here there was

somebody else in your booth.

HARVEY

What happened to him?

Matt turns away.

HARVEY (CONT’D)

Oh god.

Harvey starts sobbing. Sinks to the floor.

HARVEY (CONT’D)

Oh god, why is this happening?

MATT

Calm down.

Harvey keeps sobbing loudly.

MATT (CONT’D)

Hey, what’s your name? Listen to

me!

Harvey slowly collects himself.

MATT (CONT’D)

What’s your name?

HARVEY

Harvey.

MATT

Harvey. I’m Matt.

HARVEY

How long have you been in here?
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MATT

I don’t know. I stopped being

hungry awhile ago. Can’t decide if

that’s a good thing or not.

He chuckles softly.

HARVEY

Why is he doing this?

Matt doesn’t respond.

Instead he moves to the back of the booth. A STAINED GLASS

WINDOW lets in the faint glow of streetlights from below.

HARVEY (CONT’D)

Matt. What does he want from us?

MATT

It doesn’t matter.

He runs his hands over the window. Feels the thick glass

against his fingers.

MATCH CUT:

INT. POLICE HQ - RECORDS ROOM - NIGHT

Two nearly identical FINGERPRINT pictures hang on the wall.

A CLERK smacks them, rings under his eyes.

CLERK

Match for your pier body.

He hands Blake a file.

CLERK (CONT;D)

Juan Ramirez. Do me a favor and

make sure your next body has a

wallet, okay?

He sips a coffee and starts walking away through the

mazelike stacks of filing cabinets.

Blake opens the file. A mugshot of Dead Man #1 stares back.

CAS

What’s on the rap?

Blake scans the other pages.
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BLAKE

Couple misdemeanors, public

intoxication charge a few years

back. Nothing major.

CAS

Family?

BLAKE

Nothing listed. Bounced around some

homeless shelters for awhile,

probably lost contact.

CAS

He have a current address?

BLAKE

Yeah, trailer park in the Corridor.

INT. AIRSTREAM - NIGHT

They walk through the cramped quarters, flashlights

illuminating clothing and cosmetic supplies strewn about.

Blake opens a small closet, where a few DRESSES hang.

Cas scans over a long-haired WIG on a table. Next to it are

a stack of FLIERS.

He picks one up.

CAS

Blake.

Blake turns to look at the flier, advertising "DRAG NIGHT AT

THE COCONUT CLUB".

BLAKE

I’m sure they’ll be happy to see

us.

EXT. COCONUT CLUB - NIGHT

Cas and Blake approach the small club, shifting neon light

and a synthy Ryan Paris song slipping through the door.

A BOUNCER, more muscle than clothes, eyes their badges.

BOUNCER

You guys lost?
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CAS

We’re not here to hassle you-

BOUNCER

Yeah we heard that spiel last week.

You have a warrant?

CAS

We just have a few questions for

the owner, is he-

BOUNCER

You’re not getting in. Now fuck

off.

BLAKE

You really want to do this with

cops?

The Bouncer BANGS on the door three times.

Leans back and stares. After a moment, three of his

weightlifting BUDDIES come out the door.

One brandishes a pipe.

BOUNCER

Yeah. I do.

Blake turns to Cas.

BLAKE

Good.

Cas watches confused as Blake steps forward and SPITS right

into the Bounder’s face.

He snarls and leaps forward. Blake decks him with a quick

jab to the throat.

CAS

(sotto)

Shit.

Two Buddies rush at Cas. He lands a hook before the other

tackles him to the ground.

Pipe Buddy swings at Blake, connecting with his ribs. Blake

YELLS out and clutches his side. As the pipe comes in again,

he ducks down, barely in time as metal grazes his temple.

CRAAAACK. He kicks Pipe Buddy’s knee in.

It bends in a way that knees shouldn’t.
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Pipe Buddy goes down SCREAMING. Blake rushes at the two

Buddies hitting Cas.

He throws one off, as Cas hooks the other’s head and slams

him into unconsciousness on the pavement.

The last Buddy throws a wild swing at Blake. He quickly

dodges and catches it in the crook of his arm.

Starts pummeling the Buddy’s ribs. Finally swings him around

and wraps his other arm around the Buddy’s neck.

Squeezes it tight. The Buddy GASPS and flails, but Blake

doesn’t let up.

CAS

Blake!

Blake drops the guy, barely breathing, to the ground. Cas,

blood running out of his nose, limps over and shoves Blake.

CAS (CONT’D)

What the fuck was that?!

Blake grabs him by the collar and pulls him in.

BLAKE

What’re you worried about?! You

think they’re gonna call the cops

on us?

He pushes Cas off, still breathing heavily.

BLAKE (CONT’D)

They’re in their own way. It’s not

my fucking problem.

Blake lumbers towards the door, Cas glaring after him.

INT. COCONUT CLUB - NIGHT

They make their way through the packed dance floor, DANCERS

parting quickly as they see the badges and bruises.

Blake reaches the counter and gestures for the bartender.

FREDDIE (50s), tacky Hawaiian shirt and mustache,

approaches.

BLAKE

(yelling over music)

Where’s the owner?
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FREDDIE

You’re looking at him, pal. And if

this is a shakedown, I’m still bled

out from your friends last week.

CAS

(shaking his head)

Can we talk somewhere? Need to ask

you a few questions.

Freddie pauses, clearly nervous. Then nods to follow him.

INT. COCONUT CLUB - STORAGE HALLWAY - NIGHT

Cas hands Freddie the mugshot of Juan, muffled music

bouncing around the narrow hallway.

CAS

Juan Ramirez. He ever come by here?

FREDDIE

Yeah, we have a drag show on

Thursday nights. He was in it for

the last few years. But he stopped

coming awhile back.

BLAKE

How long’s awhile?

Freddie shrugs.

FREDDIE

Couple months maybe?

CAS

He tell anybody why?

FREDDIE

No. I don’t think anyone’s heard

from him since.

BLAKE

You don’t think that’s suspicious?

FREDDIE

Hey, asshole. Look at the

clientele. People stop showing up

all the time, we got used to it.

CAS

So Juan was gay?
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FREDDIE

As far as I know. What do you mean

’was’?

CAS

His body turned up in Flamingo

Park. And we’re pretty certain it

wasn’t from natural causes. You

know why someone would want to hurt

him?

Freddie sighs, taking it in.

FREDDIE

I don’t know. He was a sweetheart,

nobody I know had problems with

him.

BLAKE

He involved in drugs? Owe anyone

money?

Freddie shakes his head.

CAS

If you think of anything, let us

know. Okay?

He pulls a card out of his wallet and hands it to Freddie.

They start walking away, Freddie staring at the floor. Cas

stops, then turns back.

CAS (CONT’D)

Hey.

Blake watches as Freddie looks up.

CAS (CONT’D)

For whatever it’s worth, I’m sorry.

Freddie nods. Cas turns back, meeting Blake’s gaze.

INT. ABANDONED CHURCH - CLASSROOM - NIGHT

Caleb leads Harvey into a barren room, chalkboard on one

wall suggesting it was once a classroom.

A streetlight outside barely illuminates some plastic

containers, rags, and a tool bag by the window.

The rest of the room falls off into darkness.
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CALEB

Sit down here.

Harvey slowly drops to the ground. Caleb grabs a small

container full of a clear liquid. Puts a straw into it and

holds it up.

Harvey hesitates.

CALEB (CONT’D)

It’s just water.

Caleb sips it and swallows.

CALEB (CONT’D)

I’m sure you’re thirsty.

Harvey slowly leans forward and sips cautiously. Then faster

as his thirst takes over.

CALEB (CONT’D)

Good.

After a long drag, Harvey sputters it up. Caleb takes away

the bottle and wipes his mouth with a rag.

HARVEY

Do you have food? I- I’m so hungry.

Caleb shakes his head, reaches into a nearby tool bag.

HARVEY (CONT’D)

Please, Caleb-

Caleb pulls out an EXACTO KNIFE and extends the blade.

Harvey quickly tries to get up but Caleb grabs him and

forces him down against the wall.

Harvey’s breath quickens as Caleb grabs his shirt. Cuts it

straight down the middle and pulls it off completely.

CALEB

Take off your pants.

HARVEY

No. I- Don’t do this.

CALEB

Please, Harvey. Take them off.

Harvey shakes his head.
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Caleb sighs and reaches for Harvey’s belt. He turns his head

away, awkwardly fumbling to undo the buckle by feel.

CALEB (CONT’D)

Stand up.

Harvey shakes his head.

Caleb grabs him and lifts him to his feet. Undoes his

zipper, once again looking away. Pulls the pants down and

threads Harvey’s legs out of the holes.

CALEB (CONT’D)

Sit.

Harvey curls up on the ground, tears starting to well up.

Caleb takes a rag and dips it into a large container full of

BROWN OIL.

He grabs Harvey’s arms and dabs it on his skin, careful to

only apply it in small spots.

HARVEY

Wh- What’re you doing? What is

that?

Caleb keeps going. Harvey groans in pain as the oil set in,

and tries to pull his arms away. Caleb holds tight and keeps

dabbing.

HARVEY (CONT’D)

Stop it. Stop!

He starts crying, as Caleb SHUSHES him soothingly.

HARVEY (CONT’D)

Why are you doing this?!

CALEB

Look. Look at me.

He holds his lesioned arm up next to Harvey’s.

CALEB (CONT’D)

You see? We’re the same.

He rubs the rag over his own arm. Sucks in air quickly at

the pain, as Harvey watches horrified.

CALEB (CONT’D)

And we deserve this.

Harvey closes his eyes and turns away.
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EXT. CAS’ FAMILY HOUSE - DAY

Blake pulls up to small bungalow, the driveway jammed with

cars. He approaches, book in hand, and knocks on the door.

Cas answers in a suit, CLINKING and the CHATTER of a large

family coming from a side room.

CAS

What’re you doing here?

BLAKE

I called your old precinct. They

said you usually spend Sundays

here.

CAS

Yeah, I’m with my family. What’s

up?

Blake hands over the book, titled "Lacquer Chemistry and

Applications".

Cas flips to a sticky note earmarking the middle.

BLAKE

I did some research on the oil.

Turns out it’s also used in

finishing lacquer for furniture.

But it’s tapped from some tree in

Japan, not poison ivy. So it’s hard

to get here.

CAS

How hard?

BLAKE

Called a bunch of furniture shops,

none of them had it. One of them

told me to try a chemical

distributor in Homestead.

Cas studies the page a moment, then closes it.

CAS

Alright, let me-

YOLANDA (O.S.)

Nick? Who is it?

YOLANDA CASTELALLANOS (50s), her weathered frame permanently

hunched, shuffles over in a conservative dress.
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CAS

It’s my partner Mama.

(to Blake)

Blake, this is my mother.

YOLANDA

Nice to meet you.

They shake hands.

BLAKE

I’m sorry I interrupted your lunch,

I’ll come back later.

YOLANDA

Of course not, we haven’t even

started eating. You can join us if

you like?

BLAKE

It’s okay, I’ll wait-

YOLANDA

No, please. Come in.

Blake looks at Cas - ’what do you want me to say?’. Cas

nods.

BLAKE

Sure, thanks.

INT. CAS’ FAMILY HOUSE - DAY

Blake sits at a large table across from Cas, nicely-dressed

FAMILY MEMBERS around them. Yolanda at the head.

Cas’ GRANDMA and a COUSIN take Blake’s hands on either side,

as they bow their heads and close their eyes.

CAS/FAMILY

Bendícenos, Señor-

Blake watches Cas recite it in earnest.

CAS/FAMILY (CONT’D)

-Y bendice los alimentos que vamos

a recibir. Por tu bondad, por

Cristo nuestro Señor. Amén.

Everyone opens their eyes and spoons out food. Grandma puts

a hefty plate in front of Blake.
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YOLANDA

Nick told us you’ve been with the

department for awhile, Errol.

BLAKE

Yeah. About fifteen years now.

YOLANDA

You’re from Miami originally?

BLAKE

North Florida. Along the Gulf.

The Cousin leans over next to him.

COUSIN

Y’all country, right? You don’t

have much of an accent.

BLAKE

I left when I was seventeen. The

accent tends to disappear quick

when you don’t want people thinking

you’re white trash.

A few chuckles echo around the table.

YOLANDA

You married?

Cas stares daggers at her, knowingly.

BLAKE

No.

YOLANDA

Really? Handsome young man like you

couldn’t find a girl in Miami?

CAS

(upset)

Mama.

BLAKE

There was someone once, actually.

Long time ago. But...it didn’t work

out.

COUSIN

Divorced?
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BLAKE

No. She died.

Blake and Cas share a glance.

YOLANDA

Sorry to hear that. Nicholas here

doesn’t have a wife, as I’m sure

you know.

CAS

Mama.

COUSIN

Tía Yola, maybe we

shouldn’t-

YOLANDA

And he never will.

Clinking punctures the air awkwardly as Yolanda shifts her

gaze from Cas to Blake.

YOLANDA (CONT’D)

Did you know that’s why he was

transferred? Of course you do. I’m

sure-

Cas gets up abruptly, chair SCREECHING on the floor.

CAS

(to Blake)

Let’s go.

Blake slowly follows him out, the rest of the family sitting

in silence.

BLAKE

Thanks for the food.

INT. CAS’ TRANS AM - MOVING - DAY

Cas and Blake drive down the highway in silence. Blake sips

from his flask. Offers it to Cas.

Cas takes it and swigs. Hands it back.

The Everglades loom off into the distance, an encroaching

wasteland.
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INT. CHEMICAL WAREHOUSE - DAY

Cas and Blake stand in front of a DESK JOCKEY, forklifts

milling around pallets in the background.

The Jockey rips off a printout from a clunky computer.

DESK JOCKEY

Everyone who purchased Urushiol oil

from us in the last year.

Blake scans the list over.

BLAKE

That’s it?

DESK JOCKEY

Y’ever get that shit on your skin?

Burns like a motherfucker. Most

people just go with synthetic

lacquer.

Cas points to an entry under the customer name column: "New

Light Ministries".

CAS

Is this one a church?

The Jockey looks at it, then snorts.

DESK JOCKEY

Yeah, something like that. Buncha’

crazy bible thumpers, all live

together out near the ’Glades. Guy

who comes in to buy for them’s

always talkin’ about the rapture,

end of days. Creeps me out.

CAS

What do they need lacquer for?

The Jockey shrugs.

DESK JOCKEY

I just try to get them in and out

the door, bud.
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INT. NEW LIGHT COMPOUND - CARPENTRY SHOP - DAY

Cas and Blake follow PASTOR KIMBALL (60s), long white mullet

and thick-framed glasses, as he leads them through a small

workshop.

Various male WOODWORKERS (14-20s) cut, sand, and assemble,

silent and focused.

PASTOR KIMBALL

I know it doesn’t look like much.

But it’s helped support our

community and our work. All the

preparations-

BLAKE

Preparations for what, exactly?

PASTOR KIMBALL

His second coming.

Cas looks out a nearby window.

Rows of pre-fab HOUSES stretch off into the distance, WOMEN

and CHILDREN milling between them.

CAS

Does everyone live on-site?

PASTOR KIMBALL

Most of us. We’ve got everything we

need here. A schoolhouse, clinic

for medical care, even a movie

theater. Well, it’s more of a

projector set up in our dining

hall. But it works well enough.

BLAKE

You’ve got kids under eighteen

working here?

PASTOR KIMBALL

It’s all legal, don’t worry. Every

adult owns a share of what we make,

so technically they’re working for

their parents.

He smiles at them. Blake and Cas don’t smile back.

PASTOR KIMBALL (CONT’D)

Really, they’re not overworked.

(calling out)

Richard.
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RICHARD (14) stops sanding at nearby workbench and walks

over, staring at the ground.

PASTOR KIMBALL (CONT’D)

He’s a little shy.

(to Richard)

What’re you working on?

RICHARD

A cabinet.

PASTOR KIMBALL

And how do you like it? Getting

sick of being in the shop yet?

Richard shakes his head.

PASTOR KIMBALL (CONT’D)

Be honest with us. These are

policemen.

He puts his hand hand on the back of Richard’s head,

stroking his hair gently.

Cas and Blake watch, creeped out.

RICHARD

I like it. It’s fun.

PASTOR KIMBALL

Good, good. You can go back now.

He turns back to Blake and Cas.

PASTOR KIMBALL (CONT’D)

What we’re doing here is important.

You know that, right? We’re raising

these kids to ensure they enter

Heaven. When God comes to wipe the

Earth clean-

BLAKE

And when will that be? Always seems

like you crazy apocalypse people

can never manage to lock down a

specific date.

PASTOR KIMBALL

Trust me Detective Blake, it won’t

be long now.
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INT. POLICE HQ - OLMOS’ OFFICE - DAY

Olmos sits behind the desk, reading a file, as Cas and Blake

face him.

CAPT. OLMOS

You checked the other purchasers?

BLAKE

All legitimate businesses.

CAPT. OLMOS

And "New Light" isn’t?

CAS

Technically, yes, they sell

furniture. But the killer’s been

targeting gay men specifically, not

just using the disease as a cover

up. An Evangelical compound is as

perfect a breeding ground for that

kind of extremism as we’re gonna

find.

CAPT. OLMOS

And you want to go kick over their

nest? Maybe the perp distilled the

oil himself. Or got it from a

different source.

CAS

It’s too concentrated to have been

self-produced. And no other

distributor within two hundred

miles carries this stuff.

BLAKE

We just need a small tactical team.

In and out quick, we’ll seize the

leaders and search the compound.

For all we know there’s five or ten

guys starving somewhere in there as

we speak.

CAPT. OLMOS

This isn’t nearly enough. Go get a

warrant.

BLAKE

You know we can’t get one.
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CAPT. OLMOS

Then I can’t sign off.

Blake leans forward.

BLAKE

You’ve done it before.

CAPT. OLMOS

Not for this. South Beach will

explode if it gets out they’re

being targeted and we didn’t warn

them. You need to be sure before we

do anything noisy.

BLAKE

Cap-

CAPT. OLMOS

Blake. Get a warrant.

Blake clenches his jaw and walks out angrily, Cas following.

EXT. MARSH - SUNSET

Blake points binoculars towards New Light’s compound, a

cluster of cypresses hiding his position in the Trans Am.

Cas snoozes away in the driver’s seat.

Another car slowly pulls up next to them. The window rolls

down and a PLAINCLOTHES COP leans out towards Blake.

PLAINCLOTHES

How long you guys been out here?

BLAKE

A couple days.

PLAINCLOTHES

Christ. You get anything?

Blake shakes his head and shakes Cas awake.

PLAINCLOTHES (CONT’D)

Sounds fun. Twelve hours and we’re

out, okay? I’m not gonna rot here-

BLAKE

Just don’t fall asleep.

He tosses over a coffee thermos and turns to Cas, still

groggily pinching his eyes.
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BLAKE (CONT’D)

Let’s go.

CAS

I need a shower.

Blake checks his flask. Empty.

BLAKE

I need a drink.

Cas twists the ignition.

INT. BLAKE’S BOAT - NIGHT

Cas rubs a tumbler against his forehead, eyes closed in

concentration.

CAS

Can we at least get a list of

residents? Cross reference the DMV-

Blake twirls his gun, perched on the edge of the gently

oscillating hull.

BLAKE

We’d get a handful of names at

most. Most of them never even

leave, much less drive.

CAS

Tax records?

BLAKE

Already put in a request, it’s

gonna take weeks.

Cas sighs and gets up. Wobbles towards a dusty record player

in the corner.

CAS

You got anything to play?

Blake nods towards a box on a nearby shelf. Cas opens it and

pulls out a vinyl. Spins it up.

An outdated disco song, maybe Chic’s "Everybody Dance",

warbles out from a small speaker.

Cas smirks at Blake.
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BLAKE

What?

Cas turns back and starts looking through the shelf.

CAS

Nothing.

BLAKE

Fuck you.

CAS

No I just- didn’t take you for a

big disco guy.

He finds the poetry book and pulls it out. Starts flipping

through it.

BLAKE

Not much of one any more. When I

was younger though. Music was

better, clubs were more fun-

CAS

Maybe you were more fun. Certainly

sounds like David thought so.

He holds up the inscription from earlier.

CAS (CONT’D)

Was this the ’wife’ you were

talking about?

Blake stares back at him.

CAS (CONT’D)

Mind me asking what happen-

BLAKE

You really buy in, huh?

CAS

Buy in to what?

BLAKE

On Sunday. With your family. You

weren’t just going through the

motions, you really believe in all

that shit.

Cas puts the book back and pours another drink.
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CAS

Not as strictly as our friends in

Homestead. But sure. Guess there’s

comfort to be gain-

BLAKE

Comfort?

CAS

Yeah. It’s nice to believe

someone’steering the ship. That

there’s a reason for suffering-

BLAKE

You mean a reason we’re dying off.

Cas twists his glass, avoiding Blake’s eyes.

BLAKE (CONT’D)

Let me spoil it for you, there is

none. God’s either evil or

apathetic.

CAS

Yeah well, we all cope. You got

your bottle, I’ve got my god. That

really so awful?

BLAKE

’Course not. I’m sure Pastor

Kimball would say the same about

needing to fuck little-

Cas slams his glass onto the table and walks to the stairs

at the front. Stops, one foot up, and turns back to Blake.

CAS

Can I ask you a question?

Blake stops spinning his gun and looks over.

CAS (CONT’D)

If everything’s so fucking

pointless, why’d you want this case

so bad?

BLAKE

’Cus doing it’s gonna feel good.

CAS

Doing what?

Blake presses the gun against his temple and grins. Pulls

the trigger.
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CLICK.

Cas walks off, disgusted.

INT. ABANDONED CHURCH - CONFESSION BOOTH - NIGHT

Matt and Harvey sit back to back, separated by the latticed

screen.

Matt saws awkwardly at his restraints with a shard of

stained red glass. Barely making a dent in the thick tape.

MATT

Where’d you work?

HARVEY

At Finn’s. You know the burger

joint on seventh? I’m a fry cook.

MATT

Glamorous.

HARVEY

I know. Come home smelling like

grease, pay is shit. But I get a

lot of free food. We do this thing

where we melt an egg inside of a

patty and it’s...it’s good man.

He laughs.

HARVEY (CONT’D)

That’s the first thing I’m eating

when I get out-

MATT

Stop it.

HARVEY

Stop what?

MATT

Don’t drag me into your fantasy.

HARVEY

Look eventually someone’s gonna

come. They have to-

MATT

That’s bullshit. Nobody’s coming.

You do what you want, but I’m not

going out like the rest.
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HARVEY

What?

He turns to see Matt sawing away, as a door OPENS loudly

across the room.

FOOTSTEPS approach creakily as Matt stands quickly and moves

to the corner of his booth.

HARVEY (CONT’D)

Hey, don’t do anything st-

MATT

(hushed)

Shut up!

Matt grips the shard tightly, as a TOOLBAG drops heavily by

the door and a key UNLOCKS his booth.

Matt SLASHES down as Caleb steps through, catching his face.

Caleb yells out in pain, but catches Matt’s next swipe.

Harvey watches through the screen as they wrestle against

each other, moving back out the door and out of sight.

MATT

(strained)

Fuck you!

We hear someone reach into the bag. Then a THUD. A body

drops to the ground.

HARVEY

Matt?!

A hammer CLATTERS on the floor.

CALEB

Lord God, grant that this man may

be delivered from the slavery of

his sin-

Harvey turns away, weeping.

CALEB (CONT’D)

-and obtain the promise of eternal

life which you have given us in

your Son, our Saviour Jesus Christ.

Amen.
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EXT. COCONUT CLUB - NIGHT

Freddie locks the front door and walks towards his car.

Notices somebody slumped on a bench, obscured in shadow.

He leans down and gently shakes them.

FREDDIE

Hey, you need somewhere to slee-

The body falls over, revealing a large GASH on the back of

their head.

It’s Matt.

INT. POLICE HQ - LOBBY - DAY

A mob of GAY MEN, led by Freddie, yell at an exasperated

CLERK behind a counter.

CLERK

(yelling over din)

You need to wait in an orderly

fashion so we can-

FREDDIE

We’re not going anywhere ’til you

tell us what the fuck’s going on!

Cas and Blake walk in, slowly making their way past the

throng to the counter.

CAS

What is this?

CLERK

These assholes came in here

screaming about a body they found-

FREDDIE

(to Cas and Blake)

Why didn’t you tell us we were

being targeted?

CAS

What?

FREDDIE

A bunch of guys said their friend

was stuffed into a storage room in

Flamingo Park. And you said

somebody killed Juan. Then tonight-
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An OLDER MAN steps up.

OLDER MAN

I filed a missing person’s report a

month ago, and you didn’t do-

He starts to choke up.

FREDDIE

I found his partner in front of my

bar. Just left there on the street

like a fucking dead dog! You knew

this was happening!

A bunch of Crowd Members YELL their agreement.

BLAKE

(yelling)

Look it was part of an ongoing

inve-

FREDDIE

Yeah I’m sure if this had been

another brunette killer, you’d have

handled it exactly the same!

The Crowd starts YELLING even louder.

INT. POLICE HQ - MORGUE - NIGHT

Cas and Blake stare at each other, Matt’s body lying on a

gurney in-between them.

Finally Cas looks down at it.

CAS

He’s not as starved as the others.

BLAKE

Something must’ve gone wrong. Perp

wouldn’t have gone through the

trouble of marking him up, just to

bash his head in.

Blake turns to the Examiner.

BLAKE

You said you found glass in his

hand?

The Examiner grabs an evidence baggie from his desk, a tiny

piece of the red GLASS SHARD inside.
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EXAMINER

Yeah, it was lodged in a cut on his

hand.

BLAKE

You find any pieces in the head

wound?

EXAMINER

No. That was blunt force trauma,

not an incision. Maybe a baseball

bat, hammer, something like-

BLAKE

Hammer? The kind carpenter would

use?

EXAMINER

Sure, I guess. Why you got one in

mind?

Blake and Cas share a glance.

INT. POLICE HQ - HOMICIDE BULLPEN - NIGHT

Blake strides towards his desk, Cas following at his heels.

CAS

Blake, this a bad idea.

BLAKE

Waiting this long was a bad idea.

He reaches into a drawer and pulls out a couple flashlights

and extra rounds.

Cas gets in his way as he tries to walk off.

CAS

If we fuck this up the guy could

walk.

BLAKE

And if we wait any longer another

body’s gonna show up. Look at them

Cas.

He moves to the window, Cas following his eyes down towards

the street where Freddie and the crowd are CHANTING loudly.
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BLAKE (CONT’D)

They’re not angry.

He holds out a flashlight. Cas looks at him.

BLAKE (CONT’D)

They’re fucking scared.

Cas slowly takes it.

EXT. NEW LIGHT COMPOUND - NIGHT

Cas and Blake trot towards a group of dark buildings,

standing out against the navy sky like hulking fortresses.

They squat against one’s far side, guns drawn.

BLAKE

(hushed)

Stay low. Stick to cover. Morse

over radio unless something goes

really wrong.

Cas nods and takes off in one direction, Blake in the other.

As Blake passes by the window of a

SMALL HOUSE

we see a KID reading inside. He notices the movement and

looks out, seeing Blake’s form moving further down the row.

The Kid quickly gets up and rushes into another room.

INT. NEW LIGHT COMPOUND - MEDICAL CLINIC - NIGHT

Cas slowly makes his way down the narrow hallway, lined with

cheap wood paneling. Opens a door onto an empty room.

Flicks on his flashlight, scanning over a cot and few boxes

of medical supplies.

INT. NEW LIGHT COMPOUND - SMALL HOUSE - NIGHT

The Kid’s FATHER watches through blinds, as the Kid points

out Blake’s shape.

He pads into a squat building across from their house.
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FATHER

Go get your mother.

He grabs a phone as the Kid runs off.

INT. NEW LIGHT COMPOUND - PASTOR’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Pastor Kimball pulls a shotgun off a shelf and loads it, as

a DEVOTEE enters the living room quickly.

DEVOTEE

We saw another one moving around in

the clinic. Is this it?

PASTOR KIMBALL

I don’t know. But we’ve got to be

prepared. Get David and tell him to

round up the others. Half to the

mess, half to the clinic. And when

I holler out, flip the floods on.

The Devotee nods and hurries out.

Kimball PUMPS the shotgun.

INT. NEW LIGHT COMPOUND - MESS HALL - NIGHT

Blake looks over a storage closet with his flashlight, then

clicks it off and moves into a wide dining area.

PASTOR KIMBALL (O.S.)

If you’ve come to take our land, I

can assure you we will fight down

to the last bullet to keep it.

Blake moves behind a pillar and looks out a screen window,

towards the voice.

Kimball and TWENTY DEVOTEES surround the building, all armed

with rifles or shotguns.

PASTOR KIMBALL (CONT’D)

We are here legally and fully

within our rights to practice our

faith!

A MULLETED DEVOTEE creeps in quietly through a side door,

towards Blake’s back.

He slowly takes aim with a hunting rifle.
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PASTOR KIMBALL (CONT’D)

Any raid by the US government would

be an act of tyranny, and will be

met with violent resistance if need

be!

Mullet’s foot CREEKS on the wooden floor. Blake quickly

drops down as Mullet FIRES, bullet smashing through the

window.

Blake brings his own gun up. WHAP WHAP. Fires two rounds

into Mullet’s stomach.

PASTOR KIMBALL (CONT’D)

Tommy, lights!

Floodlights blast the area with light, as the Devotees

UNLOAD a swarm of bullets on the Mess from all sides.

Blake drops to his stomach as rounds churn the walls to

splinters. Slowly crawls back towards the kitchen.

INT. NEW LIGHT COMPOUND - CLINIC - NIGHT

Cas, now on the second floor, rushes to look out a window.

A second group of DEVOTEES stands outside his building.

DEVOTEE

(calling out)

Window on the left!

Cas ducks down as they fire a hail of metal up at him, glass

crashing down on his head.

He scooches back into the hallway. Pulls out a

walkie-talkie.

BLAKE

(into walkie)

Blake what the fuck happened?

INT. NEW LIGHT COMPOUND - MESS HALL - NIGHT

Blake finally makes it back to the kitchen, frantically

looking for another door out as he pulls out his walkie.

BLAKE

(into walkie)

I don’t know but these guys are

ready for a fucking war. We’re

gonna need backup.
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INTERCUT CLINIC / MESS HALL

CAS

No shit.

Cas hustles to the staircase and slowly creeps around the

landing, gun pointed out.

The door at the end of the hallway flies open as Devotees

come rushing in.

Cas quickly fires, scattering them into rooms. Rushes back

up to the top hallway.

CAS (CONT’D)

Can you get back to the car?

Blake watches through the kitchen door window as Devotees

come swarming into the hall.

BLAKE

Might take me awhile.

He opens the door and starts firing into the hall. Devotees

scramble to flip tables and take cover.

CAS

(to himself)

Shit.

Cas runs to the end of the hall and throws open the last

door, charging into an examination room.

He fires a few shots at the window, glass spidering. Uses

his heel to shatter it completely. Looks through.

A car sits parked, fifteen feet below.

Cas looks back at the hallway, the sound of Devotees running

up the stairway ECHOING loudly.

Cas grits his teeth and jumps. Lands with a CLANG on the

roof, rolling forward awkwardly. His head SMACKS the hood,

before his body finally reaches the ground.

He stands and starts wobbling away from the floodlights

reach. Slowly works up to a sprint as a few SHOTS ring out

from the Devotees, missing wildly.

He reaches cover of darkness and keeps going.
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INT. NEW LIGHT COMPOUND - MESS HALL - NIGHT

Blake desperately bounces around the the room, searching for

a way out that isn’t there.

Finally he notices a floor tile by the stove, partially

peeled away.

He bends down and jerks it up. Stripes the tile away

completely to reveal a crawlspace underneath.

Blake stands and fires a few rounds towards the hall, then

grabs the next tile and starts lifting.

EXT. MARSH - NIGHT

Cas stumbles through brush, finally reaching his Trans Am.

Opens the door and keys the battery on. The headlights

flicker on as he grabs the radio receiver.

CAS

(gasping)

Dispatch unit 37-22. There’s 10-30

in progress at New Light Ministries

off of Heron Road.

INT. PICKUP TRUCK - CONTINUOUS

A couple Devotees scan the dark marsh from their truck,

hauling down a dirt road with their headlights off.

Cas’ headlights shine off in the distance like a beacon.

The Driver swerves off the road, beelining towards Cas over

a flooded field.

EXT. MARSH - NIGHT

CAS

(into radio)

Multiple shooters, officer still

inside. Need immediate assistan-

He stops, the sound of an ENGINE and WATER approaching

rapidly.

CAS

Shit.
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He hops into the driver’s seat and twists the engine on.

Punches off as the pickup truck reaches him, CAREENING into

his back bumper.

Cas struggles to maintain control as the car hydroplanes

over the water. Barely rights the front bumper as a shotgun

shell CRACKS through his back window.

He ducks down below the headrest. Slams his foot down on the

gas and shifts gears.

The Shooter loads another round.

INT. NEW LIGHT COMPOUND - MESS HALL - NIGHT

Blake rips another panel up, the hole now big enough to

squeeze through.

A round RICOCHETS off the wall behind him.

He grabs his gun and slides behind a countertop, ejecting

the mag and loading in a fresh one.

He leans out and quickly fires off a few rounds, sending a

Devotee stumbling back through the door, clutching his knee.

Blake quickly reaches over to the stove and TWISTS ON the

gas burners.

Holsters the gun and shimmies his body down the hole.

EXT. MARSH - NIGHT

Another BLAST takes Cas’ side-mirror off, as he swerves away

from the truck.

A grove of CYPRESS TREES catch his eye, running parallel to

their path. He turns hard into it, shallow water spraying up

behind him.

The truck follows, hot on Cas’ bumper as he weaves in and

out of the thick tree trunks.

A shot RIPS into his roof, taking a chunk of the frame with

it.

Cas grits his teeth and flashes on his brights, scanning the

trees ahead.

Slows down as the truck looms closer behind him. The Shooter

lines up another shot. As he pulls the trigger...
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Cas turns off his lights and swerves to miss a tree. The

pickup barely follows.

Cas skids back the other way. The truck can’t react in time.

WHAM!

The back tire smashes into a cypress, sending the bed

whipping back around. The pickup drifts sideways.

Then the tires catch on a root. The truck FLIPS onto it’s

side, metal SCREECHING damply.

Cas turns his lights back on and slowly makes his way out of

the grove.

EXT. NEW LIGHT COMPOUND - MESS HALL - NIGHT

Blake drops down to the crawlspace, landing with a crunch on

the gravel ground. Pulls out his gun and slowly creeps to

the edge of the building.

Looks out from the shadows, a few pairs of feet between him

and the lights end.

He turns back to the opening and raises his gun. Aims at a

metal pipe running up from the ground into the kitchen.

Cas’ voice crackles over the walkie.

CAS (V.O.)

Backup’s on its way. Can you hole

up anywhere?

Feet appear through the opening, as a Devotee begins

lowering himself down.

BLAKE

(into walkie)

No.

CAS (V.O.)

Alright I’m coming to you. I’ll try

and lay down some cover-

BLAKE

Just head towards the fire and be

ready to punch it.

He drops the walkie and COCKS his gun.
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CAS (V.O.)

What fire?

The Devotee drops through and lands on the gravel. Raises a

gun, as Blake pulls the trigger...

BOOM! The bullet hits the pipe and ignites the gas. A

fireball erupts up into the mess hall, tossing Devotees on

their ass.

The Guard Devotees run towards the explosion, as Blake runs

out. Cas’ Trans Am careens towards him from the darkness.

A few Guards notice and turn around, firing. Cas throws open

the door as Blake leaps in. They take off screeching,

bullets POPPING on the frame.

Oscillating blue and red light approaches rapidly as squad

cars head straight for them. Cas yanks on the handbrake.

PATROLMAN rush out, drawing their guns and barking orders.

Cas and Blake grab their badges and hold them out the

windows, arms raised.

Cas looks at Blake, fire raging behind them.

CAS

You couldn’t have just shot a few

guys?

EXT. NEW LIGHT COMPOUND - DAWN

An EMT checks Cas’ pupils in the back of an ambulance, as

Blake sips a coffee.

Firemen put out the last of the mess hall embers. Patrolmen

lead handcuffed Devotees into squad cars and heard their

families into vans.

A CSI approaches, holding a stack of papers, each wrapped in

plastic.

CSI

I’m sure Olmos is gonna love what

you did with the place.

BLAKE

He will if you found bodies.

CSI

There’s no one here. But we did

find some letters in the Pastor’s

desk from a total whackjob.
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He hands them to Blake, as Cas shoos off the EMT and leans

over to read them.

CSI (CONT’D)

Figured it could be your guy.

BLAKE

"Eternally grateful, Caleb".

There’s no return address.

CAS

There any way to identify him? Any

school pictures lying around?

CSI

We didn’t find anything like that.

CAS

Fingerprints?

CSI

Already on its way to the lab. I

wouldn’t bet on a match though.

BLAKE

Have faith. Right Cas?

He gets up and heads towards the Trans Am, Cas following

gingerly.

INT. CAS’ TRANS AM - MOVING - DAY

Cas scans over the letters as Blake drives.

CAS

(reading aloud)

"I cannot thank you enough for the

supplies and knowledge you have

given me. Preparing the altar on

which they will be sacrificed has

taken some time. But that rite

would’ve been delayed tenfold had I

previously gained the necessary

skills under your guidance".

BLAKE

There’s gotta be something

specific. Who he is, or where he’s

doing it?

Cas shakes his head.
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CAS

Mentions soundproofing a room,

sealing off the doors, putting up a

mirror...That could be anywhere.

Mostly just rambling bullshit.

Listen to this, "I am reflecting

the sins of the homosexuals back

onto the sinners. I am showing them

their future. I am showing what

God’s plan is for them all". It’s

just a crazy guy talking to

himself.

BLAKE

But he wasn’t talking to himself.

Blake looks over at Cas.

BLAKE (CONT’D)

He was talking to Kimball.

EXT. POLICE HQ - DAY

A swarm of REPORTERS press in on Captain Olmos as he stands

outside the door, a few Patrolmen by his side.

Freddie and the mob CHANT LOUDLY on the street nearby.

REPORTER

These men have alleged that there’s

someone going after their

community, can you confirm any such

threat?

CAPT. OLMOS

We have reason to believe there may

be one or multiple people targeting

homosexual men, yes. We’re urging

all citizens in the South Beach

area to remain cautious and notify

us with any information they may

have.

REPORTER

When did your department first

learn about these murders?

CAPT. OLMOS

Yesterday morning we were alerted-

Freddie shoves his way through the swarm.
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FREDDIE

That’s bullshit! These fuckers knew

weeks ago and didn’t say a goddamn

thing!

A Patrolman steps up to block him.

PATROLMAN

Sir you need to get bac-

FREDDIE

Fuck you!

He shoves the Patrolman back. Patrolman grabs him and

quickly wrestles him to the ground.

Other Gay Men and Patrolmen join the fray, the crowd quickly

devolving into chaos as the press scramble for safety.

INT. POLICE HQ - OLMOS’ OFFICE - DAY

Olmos picks at his scars, watching a TV on his cabinet

showing the LOCAL NEWS.

The crowd’s CHANTING, louder than ever, pounds in from

outside the window.

CAPT. OLMOS

Did I tell you to go into the

compound?

Cas and Blake share a guilty glance, parked in chairs across

from his desk.

CAPT. OLMOS (CONT’D)

That wasn’t a rhetorical question.

Did I tell you to go into the

compound?

BLAKE

(sighing)

No.

CAPT. OLMOS

So why did you go?

The news switches stories, a "BRAWL AT MIAMI METRO" graphic

fading in next to the ANCHOR.
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CAS

We already laid our

evidence to you. And it’s

not like we were wrong-

ANCHOR (V.O.)

Fighting broke out today

on the steps of Miami Metro

Police Headquarters-

Olmos shoots up out of his chair, grabbing an ashtray and

HURLLING it at the TV. It shatters loudly.

He turns to Cas slowly.

CAPT. OLMOS

You didn’t have probable cause. If

they hadn’t tried to shoot you the

whole fucking department would’ve

been canned.

He moves over to the window, looking down at the crowd.

CAPT. OLMOS (CONT’D)

And now you brought the circus to

town.

BLAKE

You can’t put that on us, Cap.

CAPT. OLMOS

I can put whatever the fuck I want

on you two. They wouldn’t have know

a goddamn thing if you hadn’t gone

poking around South Beach.

CAS

You’re saying we shouldn’t have

investigated the murders?

CAPT. OLMOS

Ten Colombians get shot every week,

I don’t see you getting worked up

about that.

He sits back at his desk, as Blake leans forward.

BLAKE

Look it wasn’t for nothing. We got

letters from the killer.

CAPT. OLMOS

You get an ID?

CAS

We’re working on it. All we have to

do is get the Pastor to crack-
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Olmos snorts.

CAPT. OLMOS

You’ve got until tomorrow to find

the perp. I don’t care whether it’s

the right guy or not.

Cas looks at Blake, confused. Blake just stares at Olmos.

CAS

Are you really telling us-

CAPT. OLMOS

I want this mob gone, I don’t care

how it happens. Do it or I’ll find

someone else who will.

CAS

The murders aren’t gonna stop.

CAPT. OLMOS

No they won’t. But who’s gonna

know? Coroner’s gonna call the next

body that turns up natural causes.

We’ve discussed it.

CAS

That’s fucked. You think we’ll let

you-

CAPT. OLMOS

Let me? You think any of our guys

are gonna believe a fairy and a

drunk?

Blake’s jaw flares out.

CAPT. OLMOS (CONT’D)

Say a word about this to anyone and

see what happens.

INT. POLICE HQ - INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY

Pastor Kimball sits handcuffed in a metal chair, body

slouched forward in sleep.

Cas and Blake enter, SLAMMING the door loudly behind them.

Kimball wakes up, licking his lips.

PASTOR KIMBALL

You have any water?
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BLAKE

Who’s Caleb?

PASTOR KIMBALL

Hm?

Cas puts the letters onto the table.

CAS

Caleb. He kept writing to you about

what he was doing in Miami.

BLAKE

Last name, physical description,

current location. Let’s go.

Kimball looks over the letters.

PASTOR KIMBALL

It doesn’t matter whether or not I

tell you.

CAS

How’s that?

PASTOR KIMBALL

He’s working in the service of the

Lord. If he’s meant to be stopped,

God will stop him. Not you. Could I

have some wat-

BLAKE

So it’s God’s will if he lives or

dies. That right?

Kimball nods. Blake pulls up a chair sits next to him.

BLAKE (CONT’D)

What about you? Your life in God’s

hands too?

PASTOR KIMBALL

We’re all subject to his will.

BLAKE

See I actually agree. I just think

you’re calling it the wrong thing.

It’s not God’s will, it’s random

chance. Take right now, for

instance. There’s a fifty-fifty

chance I do one of two things.

Either I take your head and slam it

into that wall over and over until

you bleed out through your skull-
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PASTOR KIMBALL

I was ready to die yesterday. I’m

still ready today.

Blake smirks.

BLAKE

Or, me and my partner here walk out

of this room. And you go to jail

for the rest of your life for

trying to kill cops. ’Cus you might

get to your heaven eventually, but

jail for a child molester’s gonna

be hell in the meantime.

Blake turns to Cas.

BLAKE (CONT’D)

You ever seen a sixty year old guy

get his ass torn apart?

Kimball coughs and swallows uncomfortably. Blake turns back

to him.

BLAKE (CONT’D)

You ready to tell us what we need

to know?

Kimball leans in towards him.

PASTOR KIMBALL

My throat is really dry. Are you

sure you don’t have any water?

Blake glares at him a moment. Then gets up and calmly walks

out the door.

He returns a moment later with a bottle of water. Twists off

the top.

BLAKE

Here.

Kimball opens his mouth as Blake tips it into his lips.

Suddenly he SNATCHES Kimball’s head and jams the bottle into

his mouth.

Kimball tries to shake him off, violently gagging up liquid,

as Cas rushes over.
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CAS

Blake!

He grabs Blake, finally pulling him off as Kimball spits and

sputters.

Blake throws the bottle at his messy face. Whips the door

open with a CLANG and storms out.

INT. ABANDONED CHURCH - CONFESSION BOOTH - NIGHT

Harvey traces the light patterns on the window, body

obscured in shadow. The sound of Caleb and a muffled VICTIM

approaches.

Caleb unlocks the other booth and throws him in.

VICTIM

What is this?

Caleb locks up and moves away.

VICTIM (CONT’D)

Hello? Is there anyone here?!

HARVEY

(hoarse)

Any chance you got a cheeseburger

on you?

He grins loopily to himself.

INT. POLICE HQ - HOMICIDE BULLPEN - NIGHT

Blake and Cas sit at their desks, looking through the last

of a stack of Caleb’s letters.

CAS

Anything new?

Blake doesn’t answer. Downs a glass of whiskey and

immediately pours another. Cas watches, concerned.

CAS (CONT’D)

You already read the transcripts

from the rest of the commune?

BLAKE

Useless.

Blake slugs back his glass. Pours another yet.
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CAS

They’ve still got a few dozen of

the family members to get through,

maybe one-

BLAKE

We’re not getting shit from them.

Bunch of wolves being led by a

psychotic shepherd. And you wanna

know the irony?

He takes the glass over to the window, wobbling slightly.

Looks down at the crowd, still camped out outside their

door.

BLAKE (CONT’D)

The sheep already have cancer

anyways.

CAS

I don’t remember that part in the

bible.

Blake turns back to the desk and puts on his jacket. Hands

Cas his glass and grabs the entire bottle instead.

CAS (CONT’D)

Where’re you going?

Blake doesn’t answer, starts moving towards the door. Cas

gets up and grabs him.

CAS (CONT’D)

Hey! We can’t do this.

BLAKE

I’m not asking you to.

CAS

This isn’t right. Those guys out

there-

BLAKE

They don’t want Caleb. They just

want to feel safe.

CAS

Is that what this is? You’re gonna

make them feel comfortable as they

get picked off-

Blake twists his arm away.
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BLAKE

What’s the difference?! We’re going

extinct anyways.

He rushes out, Cas watching dismayed.

INT. ABANDONED CHURCH - CLASSROOM - NIGHT

Harvey sits staring off into space, barely grimacing as

Caleb wipes his body with oil.

Caleb puts the rag down and looks at Harvey.

CALEB

Do you know what you are?

Harvey sighs and looks back at him.

HARVEY

(fuck you)

Is the right answer homosexual or

faggot?

Caleb shakes his head.

CALEB

You’re a sinner. And God has to

punish sinners. That’s why he sent

the plague down to your kind. You

understand? Because what you do is

evil.

HARVEY

You murder people. Isn’t that evil?

CALEB

It’s not murder. You and me and

everyone else are going to die

We’re already dead in God’s mind.

The only difference is where we end

up. I’m not doing this because I

want to hurt you, Harvey. I’m doing

this because I care.

He reaches out to stroke Harvey’s face. Harvey flinches away

quickly.

CALEB (CONT’D)

(urgent)

You have time to repent. Your soul

is lost right now, but it doesn’t

have to be. Do you understand? You
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CALEB (CONT’D)
can still ask his forgiveness. I

want you to see...

Caleb traces his fingers across Harvey’s sores.

CALEB (CONT’D)

...what God will do to you. While

you still have time to prevent it.

He gets up and retrieves a large LED lantern. Flicks it on.

Harvey notices something on the far end of the room. Looks

closer, as it moves towards him.

Caleb brings the lantern closer. We finally see it’s a

mirror, and Harvey’s staring at his own reflection.

He SCREAMS hoarsely, realizing.

His previously beefy frame has been replaced with a

skeletal, grotesque remnant.

He shoves himself into the shadowy corner of the room,

burying his sunken face away into a caved chest.

Starts WEEPING.

HARVEY

Just kill me already.

Caleb walks back over to him and bends down, stroking his

hair lovingly.

CALEB

I will.

HARVEY

You have to do it now. Please.

CALEB

Just ask for his forgiveness.

HARVEY

I’m sorry. I’m sorry God!

CALEB

For what?

Harvey doesn’t say anything.
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CALEB

For what Harvey?

Harvey shakes his head. Caleb sighs and keeps stroking.

EXT. SOUTH BEACH STREET - NIGHT

Blake swigs from the bottle, swaying heavily down the

sidewalk.

A PUNKER stands outside a small music club, smoking a

cigarette.

BLAKE

Hey.

The Punker looks at him skeptically as Blake approaches.

BLAKE (CONT’D)

You like sucking cock?

Punker laughs.

BLAKE (CONT’D)

No I’m serious, you like sucking

cock?

PUNKER

Fuck off man.

He starts walking away. Blake follows and reaches out for

his arm.

BLAKE

Come here for a sec-

The Punker shakes him off violently.

PUNKER

Get the fuck off me.

Blake takes out his badge.

BLAKE

Why don’t you come downtown with

me-

Punker takes off running down the sidewalk. Blake sprints

after him.

As they round a corner, Blake slips on a slick piece of

pavement and hits the concrete hard.
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The Punker continues, out of sight, as Blake sits up

painfully against the steps of a building. Feels the bloody

scratches on his cheek.

He leans back, a CROSS coming into view over his head. Turns

to see the door of a large CATHOLIC CHURCH behind him.

Blake slowly picks himself up. Grabs the spilled bottle off

the sidewalk nearby, and pushes open the door.

INT. SOUTH BEACH CHURCH - CONTINUOUS

Blake slowly enters the gaudy interior.

Pours the last of his liquor onto a rack of votive candles,

extinguishing them into wisps of smoke.

A PRIEST notices and comes scurrying from the front.

PRIEST

Excuse me, what-

BLAKE

I’m not here to talk to you.

PRIEST

If you need a bed there’s a

homeless shelter on Alton. But we

don’t have any.

The Priest tries to get in his way, backpedaling as Blake

continues down the aisle.

PRIEST

If you don’t leave right now I’m

gonna have to call the cops-

Blake grabs him by the shirt.

BLAKE

Good! Tell them a faggot broke into

your church!

He laughs and shoves the Priest away, who runs off towards

the back office.

Blake stops at the base of a large cross on the back wall,

framed between stained-glass windows.

BLAKE (CONT’D)

I’m sorry. Really, I am. I didn’t

think you existed. Or I figured you
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BLAKE (CONT’D)
were so indifferent to what happens

down here, that it didn’t matter

whether or not I believed in you.

He looks into the bottle, as if hoping more liquor had

magically appeared.

BLAKE (CONT’D)

But now I can see that you do

exist. And that you’re evil. I mean

with everything you’ve done to us,

you’d have to be, RIGHT?!

He chucks the bottle. It bounces off the bleeding Jesus with

a loud CLANG.

Blake sinks down to his knees and puts his head against the

glass, closing his eyes.

He chuckles slightly.

BLAKE (CONT’D)

(reciting from memory)

"The whisky on your breath, could

make a small boy dizzy. But I hung

on like death, such waltzing was

not easy."

Blake takes a deep breath and opens his eyes, gazing blankly

at the glass.

His eyes perk up. Something clicks in his head.

He lifts his head up slightly and feels the glass. Then

stumbles to his feet and rushes out the door.

INT. CAS’ APARTMENT - NIGHT

Cas opens the door in his boxers, squinting against the hall

light.

Blake leans against the frame.

BLAKE

He’s doing it at a church.

CAS

(groggy)

What?
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BLAKE

Caleb said he was preparing an

altar. He meant it literally. It’s

been sitting there in that fucking

letter the whole time.

CAS

How do you know?

Blake pushes past him into the apartment.

BLAKE

You have a copy of the case file

here?

CAS

Yeah it’s on the kitchen table.

Blake rushes into the kitchen and flips through the file.

Pulls out an evidence photo of the GLASS from Matt’s hand.

BLAKE

Look at this. It’s not clear glass.

He hands it to Cas.

BLAKE (CONT’D)

It’s stained.

Cas stares at the photo.

INT. POLICE HQ - HOMICIDE BULLPEN - NIGHT

Cas and Blake hunch over a map of South Beach, their desk

light puncturing lonesomely out into the dark officescape.

Three PINS mark locations.

CAS

These are where we found the

bodies. And according to the yellow

pages, there’s two churches, both

catholic, in that triangle.

He checks the adresses in a yellow book, then circles two

spots on the map.

BLAKE

Catholic? The compound was some

variation of protestant, I don’t

think he’d operate out of a

catholic church.
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CAS

I still don’t see how he’d do this

in any church. The times of death

on the bodies were only seperated

by a couple weeks, which means he

has to have multiple guys locked up

at once if they’re starving to

death. How’s he gonna do that with

hundreds of people showing up at

the same location for services?

BLAKE

Maybe it’s not an active church.

CAS

What?

Blake moves to the other side of the room, returning with

another yellow page booklet.

BLAKE

This is for eighty four to eighty

five.

He flips to the section for "CHURCHES", and compares it to

the newer book.

Points to a name.

BLAKE (CONT’D)

Saint George’s. It was listed last

year, then got taken off.

CAS

Abandoned?

Blake checks the address and circles it on the map.

Dead center within the pins.

BLAKE

Wanna find out?

EXT. ABANDONED CHURCH - NIGHT

Cas pulls the Trans Am across the street from a neglected

two-story church, windows boarded up and grafitti on the

walls.

A LOCK hangs intact off the front door.
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CAS

Still locked up.

Blake looks over from the passenger seat. Notices the LED

LIGHT on the second floor.

BLAKE

But someone’s getting in. Pull

around.

Cas slowly rumbles the car around the side alley, then to

the back where a metal LADDER ascends up to the second

floor.

They keep going and Cas parks up against the building on the

last side. Pulls a bag out of the backseat as they get out.

Blake looks up, noting the STAINED GLASS WINDOWS on the

second story.

They pad back around the front door, pulling out a

sledgehammer and halligan bar from the bag.

Cas wedges the bar into the door jam, as Blake swings the

sledge hammer to punch it in deeper.

He puts the sledge down and grabs his gun and flashlight,

pointing both at the door. Nods to Cas.

Cas heaves towards his body and CRACKS the door open

violently.

Blake rushes into the

NAVE

scanning a column of abandoned pews methodically. Cas

follows, taking the other column.

They reach the altar at the head of the buidling, quick

poking around the back.

Still nothing. Blake notices a

HALLWAY

leading off to one side, and follows it.

Offices branch off on either side. He and Cas each take one,

sweeping through efficiently.

They meet back and continue down the hallway, running into a

dead end wall.
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BLAKE

Shit.

CAS

Only way up has gotta be that

ladder.

BLAKE

Gonna be a hell of a bottlenec-

Faint SHOUTING draws his attention through the wall. Blake

leans in and presses his ear against the plaster.

CALEB (O.S.)

Say it! Say it!

A loud THUD comes through, like a hammer hitting a wall.

Blake presses on the wall, noticing a bit of give.

BLAKE

Get the tools.

INT. ABANDONED CHURCH - DOWNSTAIRS HALLWAY - NIGHT

WHAM! The sledge punches straight through the wall.

Suddenly the SHOUTING upstairs stops.

Blake looks through the hole, barely able to make out stair

steps on the other side.

Blake whispers to Cas.

BLAKE

He’s gonna go right for the

hostages once he figures out what’s

going on. You gotta go around back

and get in there before he starts

offing people.

Cas nods and takes off back towards the entrance.

Blake swings the sledge and WHACKS away another section of

the wall.

CALEB (O.S.)

Is someone there?!

He HAMMERS down another swing.
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INT. ABANDONED CHURCH - UPSTAIRS HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

Caleb rushes out to the stairwell landing, holding a HAMMER.

Peers down as the sledge PUNCHES its way through another

section.

He sprints back down the hallway and into a side room, where

the CONFESSION BOOTHS are lined up against the window.

He peers through the glass, catching a glimpse of Cas

running around the side.

Caleb quickly grabs a shotgun off a nearby table and

scrambles back to the hallway, frantically looking around.

Then into the

CLASSROOM

where he finally finds his toolbag. Dives his hand into the

bottom, pulling out a cartridge of shotgun shells.

Tries to load a round, hands shaking like crazy, as another

CRASH echoes down the hall from Blake’s wall.

Caleb flinches at the sound and tosses down the shotgun.

Keeps the hammer, moving along the wall towards the window.

Stops just before the frame, clutching the hammer and

silently mouthing a prayer.

EXT. ABANDONED CHURCH - CONTINUOUS

Cas make his way up the ladder and peeks through the window,

nothing but darkness and his own reflection.

He quickly pushes it up and crouches back down beneath the

frame. Grabs his gun, other hand still bracing him to the

ladder.

He quickly pushes himself up and sticks his hand through the

frame, peering into the darkness.

Slowly starts to wiggle his shoulders through. Turns to scan

the perpendicular hallway, right as Caleb brings the hammer

down on his jaw.

CRACK. Cas drops the gun as his head ricochets.

Blake comes running up the

STAIRWELL
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gun drawn, and sees Cas dazed and starting to slip. As Caleb

draws the hammer back to strike again...

BLAKE

Hey!

He fires a few rounds at Caleb, who drops the hammer and

scurries back towards the classroom.

Blake sprints down the hallway, dropping his gun to catch

Cas with both hands as he goes limp and drops out the

window.

Blake GRUNTS and heaves him back through the frame, as Caleb

comes running back with a jagged handsaw.

Brings it down on Blake’s arm hard. He screams out in pain

as Caleb twists and torques it, somehow managing to pull Cas

far enough through to drop him onto the floor.

Caleb stabs him again. Blake CRIES out, but grabs his wrist

and yanks the saw free.

Caleb kicks him in the head and breaks free, staggering back

towards the

CLASSROOM

Blake staggers after him. Caleb grabs the shot off his bag

and shoves a round into it, whipping the barrel around.

Blake barely manages to catch it and jerk it up towards the

ceiling, a blast RIPPING just past his face.

He wrenches the gun away and WHACKS the barrel across

Caleb’s face, dropping him to the ground in a daze.

Blake pumps the shell out of the chamber and toss the gun

into the corner of the room, landing at the feet of a

petrified Harvey.

Blake takes in the sight of the emaciated man. Then pulls

out his handcuffs and locks Caleb’s hands in behind his

back.

Slowly limps back towards the hallway, blood pooling slowly

out his stomach. Returns a moment later with his semi-auto.

Flips Caleb on to his back and straddles him. Grabs his

lower jaw, prying his mouth open. Caleb bites him.

Blake grunts in pain, then grabs his gun by the barrel and

pistol-whips Caleb, drawing blood.
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Does it again. And again.

Finally he grabs the gun by the base and pulls open Caleb’s

jaw. Sticks the barrel down his throat.

Caleb starts to squirm urgently, eyes bugging out. Blake’s

bodyweight holds him down like a straight jacket.

Blake’s breath starts to quicken as he stares at Caleb and

moves his finger towards the trigger.

HARVEY

Don’t.

Blake looks at him quickly.

BLAKE

What?

HARVEY

Don’t...don’t kill him.

Blake looks back down at Caleb.

BLAKE

Why the fuck shouldn’t I. Look at

what he did. Look at what he did to

you!

HARVEY

Look at what he did to you.

Harvey slowly lifts the lantern and brings it towards Blake,

illuminating him in the mirror.

Blake looks. Sees himself. A wild animal.

Harvey slowly reaches out and lays a hand on Blake’s

quivering shoulder.

HARVEY (CONT’D)

It’s not gonna bring anyone back.

Blake keeps shaking. Slowly he brings his thumb up and

uncocks the gun.

Takes away the gun and slinks back onto the floor. Harvey

buries his face in Blake’s shoulder, crying softly.
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INT. GAY BAR - SUNSET

The Trans Am rumbles down the street and parks across from

the entrance.

Cas and Blake get out, bandages on various places but

otherwise healthy.

BLAKE

If you’re taking me here for a

rematch, you should know I fight

better when I’m not trashed.

CAS

No, I thought we’d just do the

Blake special and get hammered on

duty.

Blake grins.

BLAKE

I’d say we earned it.

He reaches for the door handle and pulls. Locked.

Turns back to Cas.

BLAKE (CONT’D)

They change their hours?

Cas shrugs. Waves down a guy in a MESH SHIRT walking down

the street.

CAS

Hey! This place closed on Thursdays

or something?

MESH SHIRT

They’re closed for good.

CAS

Why, what happened?

MESH SHIRT

Look around, man. Why do you think?

Mesh continues down the sidewalk as Blake and Cas look at

each other. Thinking the same thing.

The get back into the car. It SCREECHES off down the street.

CUT TO BLACK.


